Scots Create Whisky-based Fuel
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cientists in Scotland have unveiled a biofuel
developed from the by-products of the whisky distillation process. Researchers at Edinburgh's Napier University have filed a patent for
the product, which they say could be used to fuel
ordinary cars without special adaptations. The
biofuel, which has been developed during a twoyear research project, uses the two main byproducts from the whisky-making process. Pot
ale, the liquid from the copper stills, and the spent
grains, called draff, are used as the base to produce butanol, which can then be used as fuel.

"The new biofuel is made from biological material
which has been already generated," said Martin
Tangney, who is leading the research.
"Theoretically it could be used entirely on its own
but you would have to find a company to distribute
it." He added the most likely way the biofuel
would be used was by blending five or 10 per cent
of the product with petrol or diesel. "Five or 10
per cent means less oil which would make a big,
big difference," he said. The biofuel "potentially
offers new revenue on the back of one of Scotland's biggest industries", Mr Tangney said.
Richard Dixon, the Scotland director of environmental campaign group WWF, praised the new
product, saying, unlike other biofuels it could be
made without causing "massive environmental
damage to forests and wildlife". "Whisky-powered
cars could help Scotland avoid having to use
those forest-trashing biofuels."
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Mount Barker
Caledonian Society Inc

Chief’s Chatter

T

o all our members and friends, very warm autumn greetings. Our
major event is over and what a triumph it all was! What is truly amazing is that a few people, when focussed and their energies harnessed, can
achieve so much. Their enthusiasm then encourages others and it all
comes together for a fabulous weekend of Scottish celebration and music.
We would like to thank particularly, our Gathering Coordinator, Sonya Millar, and our Pipe Major, Tim Ferguson, for their supreme individual efforts
to make sure that the Gathering and the Celts on the Green concert became realities. Also, many thanks to Adam Law, Trevor Powell and
Lindsay Gibson, as Masters of Ceremony for the events; well-done gentlemen. A very special
thankyou to all of our members who ‘rolled up their sleeves’ and did the hard yards of the many jobs
required to make it all happen and for the day and evening to be a success. There are many of our
volunteers who appear, don’t need to be told what to do, do a superb job, clean up, and quietly leave
without any fuss; they are the heroes of our day. Thank you to you all.
Celts on the Green produced remarkable entertainment, a ‘step up’ from last year, and it was terrific to
see the crowd up dancing to the final act of the night, the Borderers, as they pumped out “500 miles”
by the Proclaimers. It truly launched the weekend!
We had a record number of stall holders and entertainment at the Gathering, and there was not a time
when there was not something happening on the arenas. Many of our stall-holders and entertainers
are ‘regulars’ who look forward to coming each year, and they add to the overall ‘colour’ and atmosphere of our Gathering. Our Gathering Coordinator, Sonya, has a report in this Thistle and there are
photos which capture some of the moments of the day.
My wife, Betty and I had a friend from England staying with us for the week leading up to the Gathering, and we told her about it when she arranged to come. She was excited about the events and
looked forward to helping. When she left on the Monday, she remarked how memorable the whole
thing had been, and what lovely people she had met while working and participating. She was looking
forward to telling her family and friends about it. So now we are an ‘International’ event!
One interesting set of volunteers is the ladies who gather at Past Chief Lorraine Scott’s place, regularly throughout the year, to make thistles for the Thistle Pick stall. This past year they made over
1200! Mind you, I think they have a pretty good time in the process, so well done Ladies.
Speaking of thistles, they are classed as noxious weeds in Australia, but I would not mind betting that
a few wily Scots probably brought them to Australia, as part of the Acclimatisation Society’s work in the
early days, although the records probably say they were introduced in seeds of wheat or some such.
None the less, the sight of plants in flower certainly stirs something in one’s mind, even if they are
‘noxious’.
By the time you read this, our Pipe Band will have participated in the Australian Championships at
Ballarat, over the Easter weekend, and we certainly hope they have done well. I know they have been
working very hard to make it a success. We look forward to hearing about it all in the next Thistle’s
Band report.
And so to our coming events — the Ceilidh is next, so start arranging your family and friends for a
table on 12 May. Get in early to our booking officer, Sarah McInness, so she doesn’t have to panic
about low numbers just a few days before! Alan Nesbitt is our entertainer and “Mr. Music” for the
night, with appearances by our Pipe Band and Highland Dancers. Be prepared to sing along to the
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2012 — 2013 Membership
Application for Membership
Membership renewal
(Please tick appropriate box)

I, the undersigned, desire to be nominated as a member of the Mount Barker Caledonian Society
Inc., and agree, if elected, to be bound by the Rules of the Society.
Given Names: _____________________________

Surname: _____________________________

Address: _________________________________

Date of Birth: __________________________

Suburb: __________________________________

Occupation: ___________________________

State: _______ Postcode: _______
Phone No.: _______________

Country of Birth: _______________________________

Mobile No.: _________________________

E-mail Address: __________________________________________________

Signature: _______________________________________________________

X

MBCS Adult Membership

$15.00 p.a.

X

MBCS Family Membership

$25.00 p.a.

Proposed by: ____________________________ Seconded by: ___________________________
Date Approved

Member No.

Member Type

Payment

Receipt No.

Please return to: The Secretary Mt. Barker Caledonian Society, PO Box 998 Mount Barker SA 5251
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Jean Redpath's Scottish Ballad Book

popular tunes as Alan takes us along the ‘banks and braes’. The evening commences at 7:00 for a
7:30 start. Also, bring some small gold coins for the Whisky Toss, and change for the raffle, which
looks like being huge! A Ceilidh is a less formal evening of fun, music, dancing and get-together, so
come prepared to have a good time! See you there!

~ Contact List ~

T

his CD, made from an
original 1962 LP,
features the crystal-clear
voice of a young Jean Redpath. The album was recorded and released in New
York where she had arrived
a few months earlier.
There is no one who interprets the Scottish tradition
more beautifully or with
more affection than Jean
Redpath and her sensitive
interpretations of the songs
of Robert Burns are known and admired throughout the world. On this, her first album, it is a delight to hear the gorgeous timbre of her voice
singing The Gypsy Laddie, Licht Bob's Lassie,
Bonny Boy, Wee Toon Clerk, Sir Patrick Spens
and six others. Jean is accompanied on banjo
and guitar by Ralph Rinzler, a member of 'The
Greenbriar Boys'. There are some crackles and
clicks associated with the age of the original material, but the sound quality of the CD is as clear
and crisp as possible. £5.10 for first time customers).

Society
Chief
Peter Stewart

8536 4014

Recently, I was reminded of driving by bus, over the border into Scotland. At that moment, I had a
feeling of being ‘home’. Another friend on the bus, also a Stewart, had the same feeling, quite independently, and we compared our respective feelings later. I believe this is why the Society exists,
because you can take the Scot out of Scotland, but you can never take Scotland out of the Scot! Aye!

8188 0261

Lang may ye lum reek!

Senior Chieftain
Nil
Junior Chieftain
Di Franklin

Immediate Past Chief & Treasurer
Roger Scott
8537 5202

Peter Stewart

Chief

New Members

Secretary
Mel Inglis
Function Booking Officer
Sarah McInness

8537 5003

Gathering Coordinator
Sonya Millar

8389 6741

O

A BIG welcome to our two newest members — Kimberly Franklin and
Andrew Challen. We hope that you both will enjoy a long and happy association with your new Society. We look forward to meeting you and some
of our functions.

Celts on the Green Coordinator
Tim Ferguson

ur Society continues to be blessed with new members — people that
are proud of their Scottishness and want to maintain the traditions of
their heritage.

8387 2817

Band
Pipe Major
Tim Ferguson
Band Manager
Martin Ricketts

The CD is available from
www.footstompin.com/products/cds/

8387 2817
0412 336 763

Don’t forget to diarise the Ceilidh NOW.
Arrival — 7.00 for a 7.30 start. Cost is $12 for friends, $10 for members.

8389 1322
bandmanager@adam.com.au

Good for a Laugh

All Correspondence

A

ALL Correspondence is to be addressed to:

S cot sm an w al k ing
through a field, sees a
man using his hand to
drink water from a pool.

Ceilidh — 12 May

BYO supper and drinks. Tea and coffee will be supplied.
Bookings with Sarah McInness — Phone: 8537 5003

PO Box 998
MOUNT BARKER S.A. 5251
Society Website
www.mtbarkerscots.org

The Scotsman shouts “Awa ye
feel hoor that’s full o’ coos
sharn”.

Celts on the Green Website
www.celtsonthegreen.com.au

(Don't drink the water, it's full of cow s**t.)
The man replies, “I'm English, speak English,
man, I don't understand you”.
The Scotsman man shouts back “Use both
hands, you'll get more in”.

Thistle Editor
David Porteous

8379 1943

Mount Barker Caledonian Society sincerely thanks

~ RE/MAX Hills & Country ~

Dates for 2012

X
X
X
X

12 May — Ceilidh — (details above)
21 July — Mid-Winter Christmas
August — Annual General Meeting
10 November — Celtic Night

for printing this issue of the Thistle
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Band Notes

Bibs and Bobs

W

X

Christmas in July will be held on 21 July. The cost is $15 for non-members, $12 for members.
Diarise it now.

X

We are looking for a member who is a carpenter or joiner who could build and install a display
cabinet for our photos and archives in the lower room. Damage was done to some of the photos recently last year and we wish to protect them more securely. They can contact the Chief.
Materials will be purchased by the Society.

X

Lorraine, who usually does the social stuff is very busy trying to get her Mother's house prepared for settlement next week.

e are all finally back again — the shirts are in to soak and the kilts back in the
wardrobes after our big BIG weekend!
The "weekend" of the
Australian Pipe Band
Championships began
on the Wednesday night Band practice
— as even though we had members
taking off in the wee hours of the following morning (and some Band members had yet to still arrive in South
Australia) we still came together to get
in some last minute practice.

Then Thursday morning, with cars packed, tanks filled, maps plotted and CDs carefully selected, the
convoy of vehicles began their intrepid journey across the border — where the weather was colder,
the iced coffee harder to find and the plastic bags freely given out. Many of us caught up along the
way in the merry wee towns of Keith and Coonalpyn, Nhill and Horsham — but eventually the
various rooms of the Arch Motel in Ballarat filled
up with Band uniforms, pipe boxes and drum
cases. We also discovered we were right next
door to a restaurant that believed in ensuring
their patrons don't go hungry any time soon. (By
"soon" they mean sometime around 2015.)
After a little shuffling and moving, we eventually
settled into our "digs" and prepared ourselves for
the next four days — only to find our fellow
South Australians from the City of Adelaide pipe band only two doors up! In fact, with 40 bands staying in Ballarat, there were few open green areas in the town that didn't have a pipe band planted on it
by Friday afternoon!
The following morning (very, very early) we were up and dressed for the street march — where, beginning at 9am, Sturt Street in Ballarat was witness to some 40 bands marching past! It was more
than a bit chilly (and somewhat reminiscent of Anzac Day) but there are few better ways to start a day
than 6/8-ing it up a hill to a cheering crowd!
Then it was back to Eureka Stadium to
begin our preparations for competing in the
march element. We'd already attracted a
fair bit of attention, which is quite an
achievement sharing a tuning field with so
many other pipe bands. The Band performed their marches incredibly well — in
fact, out of 15 Grade Four pipe bands, we
came....first!!
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Interesting Traditions

S

o many things we all do or say today, without thinking, often have fascinating beginnings, often
far back in history. Here are a few to ponder on.

Q: Why do people clink their glasses before drinking a toast?
A: It used to be common for someone to try to kill an enemy by offering him a poisoned drink. To
prove to a guest that a drink was safe, it became customary for a guest to pour a small amount of his
drink into the glass of the host. Both men would drink it simultaneously. When a guest trusted his
host, he would then just touch or clink the host's glass with his own.
Q: Why do ships and aircraft in trouble use 'mayday’ as their call for help?
A: This comes from the French word m'aidez -meaning 'help me' — and is pronounced 'mayday.'
Q: Why are zero scores in tennis called 'love'?
A: In France, where tennis first became popular, a big, round zero on the scoreboard looked like an
egg and was called 'l'’oeuf,' which is French for 'the egg.' When tennis was introduced in the US ,
Americans pronounced it 'love.'
Q: In golf, where did the term 'Caddie' come from?
A. When Mary, later Queen of Scots, went to France as a young girl (for education and survival),
Louis, King of France, learned that she loved the Scots game of 'golf.' So he had the first golf course
outside Scotland built for her enjoyment. To make sure she was properly chaperoned (and guarded)
while she played, Louis hired cadets from a military school to accompany her. Mary liked this a lot
and when she returned to Scotland (not a very good idea in the long run), she took the practice with
her. In French, the word cadet is pronounced 'ca-day'; the Scots changed this into 'caddie.'

Directors’ Meetings

D

irectors meetings are usually held on the Second Monday of each month, but in May and June
they have been rescheduled to the First Monday due to the Ceilidh and Public holiday. They
are held in the Lower Room at the Mt Barker Town Hall at 7.00pm for a 7:15 start. Visitors welcome.
A point of discussion at the next meeting is the future of the Celts on the Green concert prior to the
Gathering. Given a large loss financially, we need to consider whether to proceed with it again.
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If Stones Could Speak

Willie Shand investigates the history of the Clach of Mannan.
lose to the Tolbooth and Mercat Cross in the
heart of Clackmannan town you’ll find a
unique and somewhat unusual monument — a
massive whin boulder perched on top of a hefty
stone pillar (circled in the pictured at the right).

C

But for its prominent position, one might scarcely
attach much significance to it. That boulder, however, is without doubt one of the most treasured
stones in the whole county. This is the stone, or
“clach”, of Mannan and its importance goes back
right to the earliest chapters of our history books.

It was also incredibly cold during the final presentations,
so although we didn't get called up to collect a prize
(although it was a little hard to tell — apparently the
"hrrmrrrhmm" pipes and drums won a lot of elements) we were just thrilled to be part of such a huge
spectacle (once we could feel our feet again.)
The celebrations continued (and continued) and we emerged on Monday morning feeling very proud
of ourselves and what we'd achieved. We then began the long journey home with pride in our hearts,
faith in our playing, (and more than a few shirts and socks to wash...)

Before this very stone, some of our distant ancestors may well have worshipped the spirit of the
Celtic sea-god, Manau, whom they believed lived
within the stone. Hence the clach of the sea-god
Manau, from which Clackmannan town and county
take their names.
This unique relic from pagan times hasn’t always
occupied such a prominent position. Originally, it
lay at the foot of Lookabootye Brae. Since 1833,
though, it has enjoyed its present elevated stance,
and the pillar that supports it is no mere chuckie,
either. It took some sixteen horses to drag it here
all the way from the Abbey Craig at Stirling. In all
likelihood, the Clach itself may have come from
there, too.

Having played so well the day before, Sunday was a little
more relaxed, beginning a little later and with more than a
little chocolate — and put in a solid effort in performing the
medley. The weekend culminated in the highlight of all
massed bands — with 40 bands coming together! Yep! It
was huge!

Although the competition itself was only two days, the Band members have been preparing and working hard towards the Championships for well over a year — and many individuals have been putting
in a lot of time and hard personal work into making Mt Barker a band that received amazing comments — both on and off the competition arena.
The results we received were only part of the picture — and we are all incredibly proud not only of
numbers and comments on pieces of paper, but also the performance of the Band, their conduct
across the whole weekend and the dedication they've shown in making the Championships such a
worthwhile and positive experience.
The Clach of Mannan (circled in red)
and Mercat Cross. Note the worn area at the
bottom of the Cross (arrowed).

Nor has the county’s compact size seen it neglected in the pages of history. There has been a royal
castle here since very early times. The rich hunting grounds were well favoured by the Kings of Scotland. Stirling, with its royal court, was but a short ride away.
The Bruce family has particularly long associations with Clackmannan. The ball on top of the Mercat
Cross was taken from one of the gateposts of the now long-gone Bruce mansion. The shaft of the
cross is considerably older than the rest and even predates the 1592 Tolbooth.
Those worn marks (arrowed) on the lower shaft were not formed by weathering. They were worn by
the chains of prisoners. If only these old stones could speak!

We have also been humbled by the support we've received during the whole experience. We'd like to
thank Craig, Barrey and Greg, who brought a lot of experience and help in the preparations towards
the weekend (and even lent a stunning set of pipes to
someone who's pipe bag did an impression of the Hindenburg). We were very grateful to "borrow" Greg,
Graham and Shane for the drum corps. We'd also like
to thank our support crew — our Band Manager Marty
and general "gopher" Paul, Peter Doecke and "the
boys", Brenda and Tony, and the lovely Sarah (and we
wish her and Tim all the best with their anticipated new
arrival next month!) A big shout out also goes to Kirk
and Glynis at the Arch Motel who accommodated us —
with our big numbers, late arrivals and strange sounds emanating from the rooms.

Robert the Bruce was to become King in 1306 and, while the folks of Clackmannan are naturally
proud of their ancient links to Manau, there are some who would suggest the Clach of Mannan might
well owe its name to the Bruce.

We also felt well supported by those who came over to Ballarat to cheer us on — including Pat and
Lorraine Scott, and our good Lady Mayor Ann Ferguson and Malcolm (Ann bought herself a very
fine looking hat — because she needs another one). We also want to thank those who kept an eye
on things while we took a five-day weekend (such as Aunty Cheryl and the Jeff's Books shopsitters).

According to their theory, once, when King Robert the Bruce sat upon the stone he accidentally left
behind his glove or “mannan”. A more down-to-earth theory, perhaps, but personally, I think I favour
the more romantic story linking it with the sea-god. Whichever version you believe, though, the old
stone that looks down from its sturdy pedestal has well earned its honoured position here at the very
heart of the county.

We will now begin to learn new tunes for the remaining 2012 South Australian pipe band competition
season — and for the Victorian Championships in 2013. But first things first, we have Anzac Day
approaching soon, with the Band playing in the city and many of our pipers helping communities with
their dawn services. We will also catch up with many of you at the ceilidh in May — and show you
plenty more pictures of our big weekend!
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Photos from
Celts on the Green
and
The Gathering
February, 2012

Gathering 2012 Report

W

ow what a day it turned out to be! The crowds were good with what seemed to be around
the 4 - 5 thousand mark. The entertainment was fantastic this year with the Society for Creative Anachronisms and Faire D’Ophilia being new to our entertainment list.
As always, the pipe band competition and strong man displays were one of the day’s continual highlights. Public records show we had them come from near and far, Ireland Scotland and Paris.
Peter Goers (left) was hilarious as he opened the day, and even funnier on the
ABC on Monday night with his weekend review of what he had attended.
The day would not be possible without everyone who takes a part — large or
small, and those who give up their weekend to help set up pack up or take on one
of the many tasks which need to be done on the day; we thank you from the bottom of our heart. Without this, the Highland Gathering would not exist.
Things are already beginning to get underway for the 2013 event, so, if there is
anyone who is prepared to help out
during the year or on the weekend of the Gathering
please contact the Events Co-ordinator via our website,
www.mtbarkerscots.org, or by phone on 08 8389 6741 or,
during business hours, by mobile on 0412 161 019,
please.
Thank you

Sonya Millar (right)
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